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Charli XCX Releases A Deluxe Edition
Of ‘Brat’ With 3 Exclusive Tracks

Charli XCX’s Deluxe Edition of
‘Brat’ brings more surprises, the
new release comes along with 3
additional tracks, and these songs
are not any sort of feature releases.

Within three days after releasing
‘Brat’, the English pop star Charli
XCX releases a deluxe edition of
this Long Play. This is the same
album with three new tracks yet, in
many cases, these new tracks
mostly feature songs from their
previous releases, but not in this
case.

Charli has worked out on three new
tracks and offered in this latest
edition of her recently released
album ‘Brat’.

These three additional tracks are
‘Hello Goodbye’, ‘Guess’, and
‘Spring Breakers’.A. G. Cook has
produced ‘Hello Goodbye’, the Dare
and Dylan Brady have joined forces

to create ‘Guess’ and ‘Spring Breakers’.
‘Spring Breakers’ samples Britney
Spears’ 2003 release ‘Everytime’, which
was also produced by A. G. Cook, Jon
Shave, and Easyfun.

The album already has surpassed the
streaming popularity of her previous
2022 release ‘Crash’.

With this album, she has received the
biggest streaming debut on this
platform. On the very day of its release,
the album received 15.9 million streams.
Her previous album opened with 5.9
million streams on Spotify.

Before she dropped the comprehensive
album she released four singles from
this LP, which were, ‘Von Dutch’, ‘Club
Classics’, ‘B2B’, and ‘360’, respectively.
The remixed of ‘360’ features Swedish
acts Robyn and Yung Lean. The record
sales for ‘Brat’ have not started yet, it
will start after ‘Brat’ completes a week
of its release.

Hannah Mylrea wrote about this
release with a 4-star review,
“Growing pains, grief, and aching
doubts come alongside self-
confidence, celebration, and the
knowledge of the place XCX holds
in the musical landscape – she
kicks off ‘360’ with the knowing: “I
went my own way and I made it /
I’m your favorite reference baby”.
With ‘Brat’, XCX demonstrates that
going her own way will always
sound pretty good.”

Following the release of ‘Brat’,
Lorde praised Charli and her album
by writing on social media: “The
only album I’ve ever pre-saved is
out today. Charli just cooked this
one differently. So much grit, grace
& skin in the game.” He also added,
“I speak for all of us when I say it’s
an honor to be moved, changed,
and gagged by her work. There is
NO ONE like this bitch. Brava and
welcome Brat.”
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Top 10 Nigerian
Female Artists
to Look up to in

2024

Nigerian music artists are growing with each passing
day. It is a land of great music artists from where many
artists have made their mark on the global music
industry.

Now it is coming to see that, many female Nigerian
music artists have emerged and garnering global
listeners. Their unique pieces of music have grabbed the
attention of the music listeners easily.

In addition to that, the diverse music creations have
assisted them in reaching out to more listeners in a
brief time. The number of female artists from Nigeria is
increasing with each passing day.

These artists don’t only showcase their talent by
creating music but their innovative music videos are
also one of a kind. Let’s find out the top 10 Nigerian
female artists to look out for in 2024 :

1. Tiwa Savage: Tiwa Savage is a proficient Nigerian
music artist who is continuing to dominate the world of
music with her captivating music creations. Her
powerful vocals add a whole different charm that makes
her different from all the other artists. In addition to
that, an appealing presentation is something that has
assisted her in gaining much appreciation from all. It is
her consistency that has helped her to survive in the
industry for a long time. Along with being a solo music
artist, this artist has collaborated with many young
artists too. In this particular manner, she is constantly
offering new creations, which are worth appreciation.
Some of her ‘Who Is Your Guy?’, ‘No Wahala’,
‘Overloading’, and much more.

2. Ayra Starr: Young and talented artist, Ayra Starr is
ruling the music industry with her genre-bending music
creations. Her melodic voice along with her brilliant
presentations have captured the hearts of every listener.
She is not only bound in Nigeria but she is making her
mark in the global music industry. In 2023, this artist
gave a massive hit with her song ‘Rush’. And right after
that, she got many chances to collaborate with different
artists. In her short span career, she has shown her
talent and reached out to many listeners in every corner
of the world. All of the audiences are expecting, Ayra
will come up with some larger-than-life songs this year.
Some of her brilliant songs are ‘Commas’, ‘Santa’,
‘Ngozi’, and ‘No love’.

3. Lifesize Teddy: Lifesize Teddy is creating a buzz in
the hip-hop music scene with her outstanding music
creations. The artist has been recently signed to Mavins
Records. And it is quite mesmerizing that within 5
months of signing to the label, she has two massive EP
projects. The artist is constantly working to showcase
her talent and entertain her listeners. This young and
talented artist has flaunted her caliber by making
various hip-hop soundtracks in her music career. She
has given many soundtracks in her career and some of
them are ‘Unbeliever’, ‘Addicted’, ‘Air’, and ‘Hypnotic’.
As she has given so many successful songs, audiences
are expecting more from her in 2024.

4. Fave: Fave is another excellent Nigerian music artist.
She is widely popular for her refreshing voice. This
artist has delivered many unique pieces of music that
have helped her to create a different identity among
everyone. She is an artist who is constantly giving
various kinds of soundtracks that are diverse in every
aspect. This artist has been recently involved in a
controversy on social media but that didn’t affect her 
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fans. She is still loved by her audiences in the same
manner. She has offered many music creations in her
career. However, her contribution to Davido’s album is
irreplaceable. Some of her brilliant creations are
‘Momms’, ‘Dal’, ‘Beautifully’, and ‘Baby Rddim’.
Listeners are expecting more from this artist in 2024.

5. Teni: Teni is one of the most famous female Nigerian
singers. She has made songs in Afrobeat music genre.
But now this artist is coming up with genre-bending
music creations since 2023. Her unique way of
delivering music has helped her to gain more listeners
from all around the world.

This artist is not only famous for her exclusive pieces of
music but her charismatic personality is something that
has attracted all the audiences.  She always comes up
with catchy tunes that add a whole new flavor to her
soundtracks. Her audiences are looking up to her for
this year’s songs. She has given many songs in her
career, and some of them are ‘Case’, ‘FOR YOU’, ‘Psalm
23’, and ‘Malaika’.

6. Kold AF: Nigerian music artist Kold AF is another
singer who is showcasing her talent in every possible
manner. Along with being a musician, she has a strong
online presence on social media platforms that is
helping her to reach out to more audiences from all
around the world.

The splendid pieces of music have assisted her
inattracting more listeners from all around the world.
Each of her creations is quite different from the other
and that is one of the perks that have helped her to
achieve all the fame. The artist has given a hint for her
upcoming release. Now all of her listeners are waiting
for 07.2024 to listen to her upcoming song.

7. Morravey: Morravey is taking the music industry by
storm with her brilliant soundscapes. This artist hasn’t
given many songs in her music career but as much she
has given, it has created a buzz among all the music
enthusiasts. The energetic flow of her music has
accumulated many listeners from all around the world.
The perspective of her creations is quite unique from
other musicians. And that is what helped her to get all
the appreciation. Her different way of presenting the
songs has assisted her in reaching out to more listeners
in a brief time span. All of her listeners are expecting
that she will drop new sound designs in 2024 and it has
generated a buzz among all. Some of her excellent
music creations are ‘MAGICIAN’, ‘MY BABY’, ‘CONDO’,

and ‘WHAT IS LOVE’.

8. Bloody Civilian: Bloody Civilian is an artist who
doesn’t want to get comfortable in a single genre. This
artist is trying her hands on different genres and
captivating the hearts of listeners in every possible
manner. Her genre-defying songs have assisted her in
reaching out to more audiences in a short period. Her
contributions to ODUMODU’s ‘blood on the dance floor’
have helped her to leave a mark in the world of music.
Her excellent work has helped her to attain more
listeners from all around the world. Some of her
excellent creations are ‘I Don’t Like You’, ‘Wake Up’,
‘Natural Mystic’, and ‘Family Meeting’.

9. Qing Madi: Qing Madi got her breakthrough in 2022
with the song ‘see finish’. Since then, the artist has
made a deep impact on her listeners by delivering
brilliant soundtracks. Her charming flow of music along
with the well-versed lyricism has assisted her to gain
more listeners in a short time span. This music artist
showcases her caliber by releasing songs with relatable
lyricism. She doesn’t leave any room for
disappointment for her listeners. And that is why, each
time she comes up with a charming piece of music.
Some outstanding music creations by this artist are
‘American Love’, ‘Vision’, ‘Dalilah II’, and ‘Why’.

10. Tems: Tems is reaching out to global audiences by
offering her magnificent vocals with her songs. The
soulful voice of this artist can captivate any listener
instantly. Her flawless presentation has helped her to
churn out the true flavor of the music. This artist shows
her talent by delivering a unique soundtrack for her
listeners.

It is her work that has helped her to become Nigeria’s
‘grace’. She is an artist who has made her debut just a
few years back. However, in this short time, she has
managed to entertain global listeners with her
charming pieces of music. It is her diverse music
presentations that are assisting her to stay ahead in the
competition and create a whole new identity among
everyone. Some of her praiseworthy music creations are
‘Free Mind’, ‘Higher’, ‘Crazy Things’, and ‘Found’.

These are the top 10 Nigerian music artists who are
ruling the industry and making their mark on the world
of global music. Each of them is going to offer their
latest music in 2024. And that is why, everyone is
eagerly waiting for them to release their upcoming
music projects.
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Celebrating Pride
Month With 12

Remarkable Gay
Singers In The

Industry

DAILYMUSICROL

June is Pride Month for the LGBTQ+ community and it
is celebrated all around the world.

The music industry is also enriched by dynamic music
artists who are not afraid to come out and celebrate the
hardship and achievement of being authentic to their
sexual identities without any worries of oppression,
homophobia, and conventional norms of society.

While many artists found themselves through music,
many gay artists have always been vocal about their
sexuality from the beginning of their musical careers.
Good music does not depend on the sexual orientation
of the artists but on their creative psyche, individuality,
and creativity.

Although the heteronormative society can sometimes
be very rigid and disrespectful, music artists have
proved that passion can help to find a suitable way.

Let’s find some of the best music artists in the industry
who are also a part of the LGBTQ+ community.  They
have fought for their identity, name, and life.

1. Sam Smith: ‘Unholy’ singer Sam Smith is a
heartthrob in the music industry. Hailing from London,
this highly talented music artist has offered numerous
great releases that helped them reach the top of the
charts. They are the first ever openly non-binary singer
to have reached No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 many
times. Their songs like ‘Stay With Me’, ‘I’m Not the Only
One’, ‘As I Can’, etc are the greatest examples of their
musical works that captivated the masses. They were
born on 19 May 1992 and came out with their sexuality
in 2014.

2. Lil Nas X: Born in Lithia Springs, Georgia; Lil Nas X
is one of the new-age music artists who rose to fame
with his usual blend of country and rap through the
track ‘Old Town Road’ that topped all the charts. He was
openly gay from the beginning of his career and
perhaps the first ever gay artist to do that in his debut
music career. ‘MONTERO (Call Me By Your Name)’ is
perhaps the most buzzing project by Lil Nas X that
sparked much controversy as he could be seen lap
dancing on someone like the ‘Satan’. Nas X has a bad
and boujee aura along with kindness which makes him
stand out.

3. Lance Bass: Lance Bass is one of the famous
American music artists who possesses a versatile
creative aura as a singer, dancer, actor, as well as a
podcaster. Born in Laurel, Mississippi, Lance was quite
talented from a young age and he quickly became the
bass singer for the popular American boy band NSYNC.
Justin Timberlake was also a major part of the band. He
was also one of the contestants from ‘Dancing with the
Stars’ Season 7. He is a proud gay music artist who
married Michael Turchin in 2014. 

4. Adonxs: Adonxsis highly talented singer from
Slovakia who is best known for his versatility and
amazing fashion sense. He is also a songwriter, a model,
and a dancer who collaborated with others on many
projects. He also used to be the lead singer of the band
of alternative band PACE which is based in London.
Some of his most famous tracks are ‘Moving On’, ‘Cold
Summer’, ‘Hunt Me Down’, etc to name.

5. Clay Aiken: Clay Aiken is a popular American singer
who is also well-revered as an actor, television
personality, as well as politician, and activist. Clay came
out and declared himself gay in September 2008,
through an interview with the People Magazine. Some
of his best studio albums include ‘A Thousand Different
Ways’, ‘Merry Christmas with Love’, ‘Measure of a Man’,
etc many others.
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6. Pablo Alborán: Spanish Pablo is well known for
winning the hearts of his fans and he is not afraid to
come out. Hailing from Málaga, Spain, this singer-
songwriter came out in 2020 and has made significant
progress in his prolific music career. Till now, Pablo has
released a total of five studio albums and two albums.
Each of the album projects became a hit with the love of
his fans. This music artist has won the Goya Award for
Best Original Song which makes him one of the best
among all.

7. Omar Apollo: Hailing from Hobart, Indiana, Omar
Apollo is one of the greatest music artists with Mexican
roots. The influence of mixed cultures does not hamper
his musical journey but only makes it more successful.
His parents moved to America from Guadalajara Mexico
when he was quite young. Born on 20 May 1997; Omar
is one of the most loved LGBTQ+ music artists who
started his musical career with SoundCloud. He has
successfully garnered more than 15 million streams
online.

8. Alfie Arcuri: Alfie is from Australia and grew up in
the Central Coast region. This versatile music artist was
born on 19 April 1988 and quickly rose to fame by
winning the fifth season of The Voice Australia which
took place in 2016. After winning the show, the artist
wasted no time and came up with his debut album
‘Zenith’ which was released on the same year only.
Other than being a fine music artist, he is also a great
architect. The artist came out to his family in 2013
when he was only 24 years old.

9. Rob Halford: Well, a lot of people think that people
who are gay are not meant to be badass but Rob has
broken the stereotype with his powerful presence. Rob
Halford is one of the legendary heavy metal singers who
is revered as the lead vocalist from the metal band Judas
Priest. Due to his paramount musical contributions and
influence, Rob was inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame in 2022. He also won the Award for Musical

Excellence. The veteran metalhead has been open about
his sexuality since 1998 when he first came out through
an MTV interview.

10. Troye Sivan: Troye is one of the most talented
music artists in the industry who was quite open about
his sexuality from the beginning of his music career. He
decided to come out publicly through a YouTube video
which was premiered on 7 August 2013. However, his
first musical recognition was when he performed a duet
in 2006 with Guy Sebastian, the winner of Australian
Idol. Sivan is also famous as an actor who appeared in
multiple movies like ‘X-Men Origins: Wolverine’, ‘The
Idol’, as well as multiple TV shows.

11. Elton John: It is hard to find a music lover who
does not know the name of Elton John. This veteran
British music artist has been captivating his fans for
years with his magical vocal skills and the songs that
offer positive energy. With a list of extraordinary
contributions, Elton has been reigning in the industry
for many years now. He is not just openly gay but also a
true advocate for equal rights, and LGBTQ+ rights and
also helped many people to get over homophobia as
well as drug addiction.

12. Ryan Dolan: Born on 22 July 1985, Ryan is one of
the revered Irish pop singers who has offered some of
the best music projects throughout his career till now.
The artist has released a handful of albums and the
most famous ones are ‘Frequency’ and ‘Deep Covers.’
Ryan is best known for the 2013 Eurovision Song
Contest with Only Love Survives where he represented
his nation Ireland. Ryan came out in 2014.

Music artists who belong to the LGBTQ+ community
have always utilized their career and fame to shed more
light on the community while spreading more
awareness among the fans as well as the world. These
proudly gay singers have offered their advocacy and
helped many others to come out.
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12 Powerful
African Rappers

Of 2024

Since the time hip-hop started to influence the African
crowd, the revolutionary accent of hip-hop caused a
huge cultural shift in African society.

From the beginning of the 1980s and 1990s, this genre
became wildly popular and started to evolve and a
different shape of hip-hop started to emerge.

This article will celebrate the rising African hip-hop
artists who are shaping the hip-hop arc of today’s
society with a powerful individualistic approach.

1. Cassper Nyovest from South Africa: He is one of
the few rappers who can boast that he has sold out
stadiums, impacting society, and many emerging artists
he has been the godfather of the rap game in Africa. He
has released singles like ‘Gets Getsa 2.0’ and ‘Doc
Shabaleza’ in his career, he also has dropped highly
acclaimed albums like ‘Thuto’ and ‘Refiloe’.

2. Sarkodie from Ghana: If you are a rap lover then
you must have witnessed the exquisite musical forms of
Sarkodie’s journey to fame. This Ghana-based artist
offers impactful and prolific wordplay along with
charming musical flow has been one of the most
celebrated forms of hip-hop music in Africa. His works
have impressed a large audience and his works will
continue to impact more people in the future as well.
With his works, he has gained the title of the ‘Rap God’
while his continuous trials are elevating his hip-hop
game with his pompous zest, solidifying his craft
further.

3. Anifest from Ghana: Ghana-based M.anifest comes
from a line of music artists, starting the line with his
grandfather who was a leading composer and foremost
ethnomusicologist in Africa. He also is a great lyricist
and an even more impactful music artist. He is paving
his path to the summit with eminent acts such as
Erykah Badu and Tony Allen. He is oscillating between
the pompous life of the US and the deeply-rooted
connection in Ghana. His works also include political
innuendos, mixing the flavors of assorted grave and
important topics and bringing awareness to issues that
are often left unnoticed.

4. Nasty C from South Africa: Being born and based
out of South Africa, Nasty C came to the limelight in
2016 after his ‘Juice Back’ became a massive hit. This
single release was extremely popular compelling artists
like Davido and Cassper Nyovest to feature in the remix
video of this song. He is now known for shaping a
special approach to African hip-hop. His extensive list
of collaborations includes artists like ASAP Ferg and
French Montan. He played a big role in bringing African
hip-hop releases to a global audience. By far He has
released 3 studio albums from which he has gained over
100 million streams to his releases. He is just 26 years
old and he already has become one of the leading men
of the African Rap game.

5. Blaqbonez from Nigeria: No one can be as profound
and at the same time as confident as Blaqbonez is. He is
the self-acclaimed “Best Rapper in Africa”, yet he has
proven his worth and still proving his point with skills
with each of his releases. He is an undaunted musical
force that anyone must reckon with, the massy hip-hop
approach along with his marketing styles he has
become one of the most impeccable music artists since
2018 after he dropped his vast acclaimed and critically-
appreciated album, Bad Boy Blaq. His music often
infuses Afro-pop elements which increases the power 
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of his releases. His records are widely popular and
everyone is making a powerful impression with his
releases. With each of his releases, he has impacted the
zeitgeist of African hip-hop in a great way.

6. Innoss'B from the Democratic Republic of the
Congo: He is a young prodigy who started this age at
the age of 17. His debut album ‘Meme Pas Fatigue’ took
him to his instant glory. He also has featured in many
films and shows including The Lion King and Green
Frontier. He also got his nomination for Best New
International Artist at the 2020 BET Awards.

7. Nadia Nakai from Zimbabwe/South Africa: Nadia
Nakai was born to Zambian parents, yet she made her
name in African hip-hop styles while hailing from
South Africa. She emerged to the African hip-hop scene
with her 2016 release, ‘Naaa Mean’. Her collaboration
list includes powerful artists like Ice Prince and Cassper
Nyovest. With her charming releases and highly prolific
works, she has become one of the leading ladies of
African Hip-hop styles, elevating and amplifying a
release with her commanding magnetism. She also has
a thriving career as a Television personality; she has
hosted several shows like Yo! MTV Raps is a South
African-based MTV show. She also has appeared in the
Young, Famous & African, a 2022 reality show on
Netflix.

8. Bill Nass from Tanzania: In 2015, Bill Nass made
his debut with ‘Raha’, and for that, he was nominated
for the Kilimanjaro Tanzania Music Awards (KTMA) as
the Best Artist. His trajectory is taking over his craft in
every corner of Tanzania along the world is also
witnessing his rise.

9. Khaligraph Jones from Kenya: Khaligraph Jones
emerged in the rap game when he was in secondary
school; he came to the limelight in 2008 after he
released his ‘Words And Pictures’ track. It was the
official initiation of his music career. But it was not

until 2018 when he released his debut album making it
into the OG rap game of Africa. His debut album,
‘Testimony, 1990’ brought him to the mainstream
African rap game, elevating his works to be one of the
most powerful releases of this age. On that year he was
nominated for the BET Awards along with Nasty C. They
both were nominated for the Best International Flow
category in 2020. He always has been one of the few
rappers from the East side of Africa who made an
impression with his charming rapping style.

10. AKA from South Africa: He introduced himself to
the African world of music in 2011 with his ‘Victory
Lap’. These several chart-topping singles were followed
by his debut album, ‘Alter Ego’. He is the first South
African rapper who have a platinum-selling album. Yet,
the tragic death of this shining star is very saddening
but he will continue to live through his creative works.

11. Fik Fameica from Uganda: Hailing from Uganda,
Fik Fameica acquired the spotlight when he released his
single ‘Byenyenya’ in the year 2017. Afterwards, he
became extremely popular and his prominence allowed
him to become one of the most-booked rappers of his
country. Two years before he debuted into the industry
with his charming release ‘Pistol’ he was seen to be
extremely engaging with his musical form and brilliant
hip-hop elements. His release, ‘Pistol’ topped many
charts and after the time he released his ‘Property’ and
‘Sconto,’ his popularity spiked a bit more. He is now a
multiple-award-winning African rapper playing an
essential role in the shaping history of the African rap
game. He is also elevating the local landscape of hip-
hop through his songs and powerful narratives, pushing
the rap culture of Africa even further, for the world.

12. Octopizzo from Kenya: He is a man with a
mission, and his songs show how it should be. She rose
from poverty to the utmost glory. He strives to deliver
more than just songs through his release every hip-hop
lover must learn about him.
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BTS’s J-Hope Wins An Award In The Army Making Everyone
Proud

He is “Truly one of the kindest and
talented idols out there” that the
world has seen. He has proved to be
a worthy warrior as well in the
Presentation content of the Army.

On June 4th, 2024 the army hosted
a presentation competition named,
“Strong Warrior, Army!
Presentation Contest”. In this
contest, almost 170 soldiers and
civilian employees participated.
One of these 170 participants, was
BTS performer J-Hope.

Fans were swooned by how
charming he looked in the uniform
when he appeared for the content.
First, J-Hope shared a speech which
was later posted on the YouTube
channel of the National Defense
News.

During this speech, he expressed
his pride in being amongst the
soldiers defending his country, the
Republic of Korea. He said, ‘’in the
army, I found videos and photos of
BTS in the education materials that
helped conscripts stay focused
(during the session).”

He also added, “Every time conscripts
complete their (month-long) boot camp
and leave for deployment, they tell me
that it was an honor to have spent time
with me. It is then that I realized I am
taking a valuable first step with those
who will become an important part of
Korea's security,” After his brief speech,
J-Hope ended up getting the grand prize
for this event.

This is an honor itself, yet J-Hope also
has won 500,000 (USD 360) prize money,
his time in the army will end on 17th
October, 2024.He said, “A Korean fan
came up to me and said this. They told
me they were really grateful that all
seven members (of BTS) are Korean
citizens.

They also said to me that it was an
honor that I was with the trainees every
time they completed their training.
Maybe that’s why I feel like I’m
spending very meaningful and
rewarding days lately. It’s a great pride
to serve as a soldier for the Republic of
Korea.”

This is the latest honor that the army
has bestowed upon the BTS member 

J-Hope. He currently is a sergeant
in the Korean military and he has
been given this honor for his time
and the dedication he has shown
for this army.

BTS has a strong fan base and, each
member of the army is going gaga
over this news.

Fans didn’t make the slightest
delay to become vocal about it and
social media has been celebrating
this instance openly with the world.
This is one of the top prizes that
anyone can acquire.

K-POP을세계로이끈
대한민국의군인,정호석
대한민국군인이로
BIS봉준호손흥&대한민LesG
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Artist Spotlight

Joe Lington Released His Latest Album ‘SHE’
Prolific R&B singer and songwriter
Joe Lington is making a buzz
among all with his captivating
music creation. The artist is
reaching out to global music
enthusiasts with his brilliant music
creations. The charming
presentations are assisting him to
garner maximum ears from all
around the world.

The intense music flow along with
the mesmerizing lyricism has
added a whole new charm to his
work. It is his different manner of
presentation that is helping him to
create an individual identity among
everyone. This independent artist is
showcasing his talent among all by
creating, recording, and producing
soundtracks on his own.

The young and talented artist has
recently come up with his latest
album, named ‘SHE’. This album
has reached out to many listeners
in a brief time. He has given a total

of 22 soundtracks in this album. Each
song is quite diverse in every aspect.
With this album, the artist has conveyed
a unique concept. In this modern age,
relationships have weakened a lot. Often
seen, people would leave each other
rather than stand strong against any
circumstance.

With this album, he gave a brilliant
reference to how a relationship should
be in this crucial time. Joe never misses
his chance to entertain his audiences.
And it is one of the perks that has
assisted him to grow more. This artist
has always been inclined to music. From
an early age, he started learning singing
and playing piano.

Thus, singing songs were quite natural
to this artist. After establishing himself
as a prolific singer, he also started
producing music. This way he extended
his venture and made an identity in the
music realm. In his latest album ‘SHE’,
he has offered many brilliant and
diverse soundtracks. 

Some of them are ‘Pinkeen’, ‘Move
Your Body’, ‘Hypocrisy’, and ‘Oh
Yeah’. Each of them is truly
mesmerizing as it is musically and
lyrically enriched.

Joe Lington is a well-known music
artist who has given many sound
designs in his career. This artist has
churned out the true essence of
R&B music with his exceptional
music creations.

Some of his other praiseworthy
creations are ‘You & Me’,
‘Changerais’, ‘Partir’, and ‘Tout
Seul’. All of his soundscapes are
available on Apple Music, Spotify,
SoundCloud, and YouTube.

Thus, anyone can listen to his
brilliant songs on these music
streaming sites. Other than that,
one can also follow him on
Facebook, X, Instagram, and his
website to learn more about his
upcoming music projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Mike
Lawson
Brings

Creativity
on New
Single
'Darius

Rucker -
Alright'

Alternative and Christian Rock
music is one of the most
appreciated genres in the current
music industry.

Very few artists have the ability to
present the authentic essence of
these genres with ease while
conveying the emotions rightly.
Mike Lawson is one such artist who
is capable of doing that and with
each record that he put out, he
proved that.

Through several musical releases,
the artist has proved it is his talent
and hard work that allowed him to
reach this level of artistic maturity.
Increasing his reach with every
release, the artist has now released
another track, ‘Darius Rucker -
Alright’ and on YouTube, it is
already creating strong waves.

The track is extremely well-made
and composed and it has the
capability to become the most-
streamed track of the artist's
discography. It also has the ability

to put his name out on the world
music stage and get him the
recognition he fully deserves.

Lawson is a seasoned musician
who has been doing covers as well
as original music for long. Hailing
from Baltimore, Maryland, the
artist has always found pleasure in
making music, especially since
music has been his passion since
childhood. Taking influence and
inspiration from the legend of the
industry, the artist started on this
journey and has been dedicated to
his true passion ever since.

Mike Lawson started with music
at just the tender age of fifteen.
He would dabble in drums here
and there and played in a few
High School Bands.

After finishing high school he
went to join the United States
Army where he met various kinds
of people and some of them were
musicians. It was then when the
artist started playing guitar and
singing in recreation centers on
Military bases and it sparked his
interest even more. After coming
back from the Army, Lawson
began to do local gigs and work
with different bands. 

Although he has loved playing with
the bands, going solo has always
been a dream of his that he wanted
to achieve. It was that dream that
jump-started his career as a solo
musician and inspired him to release
such an intriguing and influential
discography.

‘Darius Rucker -Alright’ is a cover
song that was originally released in
2008, from Rucker’s album ‘Learn to
Live’. Although the song is a
beautiful composition on its own,
Lawson has given his own touch to
the song, elevating the composition
to the next level. Released under
Pernell Records, the song carries a
certain rawness that becomes its
main attraction.

The singer has also given great
vocals, complementing the beautiful
lyrics of the track. You can listen to
the song on YouTube, along with
some of his previous releases;
‘Brantley Gilbert You don't Know her
like I do’, ‘Incubus Megalomaniac’,
‘Concert - Covid 19 Sessions’,
‘Maroon 5 -She Will Be Loved’,
‘Tauren Wells- Hills and Valleys’, etc.

Stay connected to the singer on
Instagram, and Facebook.
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Artist Spotlight

JOIN MAX CINNAMON'S ASPIRING MUSICAL
JOURNEY AS HE RELEASES ‘MAX CINNAMON

VOL1’
The genre of Pop and Rock music is vast, and such an extensive
style of music needs skilled musicians to produce unique and new
tracks to keep listeners entertained. One switch artist is Max
Cinnamon who is rapidly changing the rules of the industry with
his unique singing and writing style.

It is the fresh and raw emotions that he brings to the table that
undeniably give audiences a unique listening experience. Now
with his newest EP out, the artist is showcasing his true talent,
craftsmanship, and skills to be what it takes to survive in the
competitive world of music and still shine brighter than
everything.

In his newest EP, the singer brings emotions,
tranquility, purity, and the authentic essence of
the Pop/Rock genre. ‘Max Cinnamon Vol1’ has a
total of 4 tracks that all bring different listening
experiences and vibes to the audiences.

'Thunder Cloud' is written by Jonathan Bluth,
Max Zachariah Cinnamon, and The Real Jon
Smith performed and produced, both by the
artist. Similarly, 'City On Fire', and 'Classical
Ending' are written by Jonathan Bluth, Max
Zachariah Cinnamon, Vincent Ott, and Jonathan
Bluth, Max Zachariah Cinnamon, and Trevan
respectively.

However, the song that is impressing the
listeners the most is 'I Got The Worst', written
by Jonathan Blut, and Max Zachariah
Cinnamon. This track is also produced and
performed by Max Zachariah Cinnamon.

This shows the artist is equally talented at
singing, songwriting, and composing as he
showed expert creativity in every category. The
artist has always been really connected to music
and made it his one and true passion.

Since his childhood, music has attracted Max
Cinnamon which later convinced him to make a
career out of it. Born in London, the artist
picked up the violin at age 4, realizing his love
for music.

Growing up with a sister, it was her singing
lessons that helped Max grow into a naturally
confident singer who started his singing journey
by singing a cover of "You're Beautiful" by James
Blunt. So since his childhood, he knew he had to
do something for his music, which led him to
become one of the most precious talents this
music industry has ever seen.

‘Max Cinnamon Vol1’ is a special project where
the artist has shown all of his creative artistry,
bringing the A-game to the EP. In his entire
discography, and writing credits, the artist has
collaborated with several artists, making many
songs that the world listens to and dances to.
One single that solidified his career, even more,
is 'Ailleurs'.

You can listen to the newly released EP on
Spotify, Apple Music, and YouTube. To stay
updated, follow the artist on Facebook, X,
Instagram, and his website.
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Event News

The Biggest Ukrainian
Music Festival Is Going
To Take Place For The
First Time Since The

Russian Invasion
The ATLAS UNITED is going to return for the very first
time after the Russian invasion. The largest music
festival is going to happen from 12th-14th July.

ATLAS, the biggest music festival in Ukraine is going to
take place for the very first time after the Russian
invasion. The last time this music festival happened
was in 2021.

The total number of audiences in 2021 was 600000,
which is a huge number. It was hosted by The Chemical
Brothers, Liam Gallagher, Kasabian, Placebo, and The
Prodigy.

ATLAS UNITED, which was known as ATLAs will happen
at the Blockbuster Mall in the capital of Ukraine, Kyiv.

As of now, it is coming to know that the festival will
start on the 12th of July and will end on the 14th of July.
The festival is happening after two years, which is a
matter of excitement for everyone.

There will be more than 70 Ukrainian artists who will
perform at the music festival.

Along with that, many international artists will also

perform. The names of the international artists haven’t
been disclosed yet.

Artists from all around the world are showing their
support for this music festival.

The situation in Ukraine is still under threat and the
country has been going through difficult times for more
than two years.

That is why, it has been decided that the accumulated
money of the tickets will be donated to the armed forces
of the country.

Many precautions are taken for this music festival. If there
is any signal of attack from Russia, audiences will get the
chance to avail shelter, which has been structured as
underground parking.

Recently, the former Eurovision winner, Jamala has said it
is quite important for the artists to be ‘loud and creative’.

She has stated ‘There are many wars now in the world and,
of course, it is not easy to constantly keep attention on
yourself so that people do not get tired of our war’.

Jamala has also said ‘But that is our task, people who
remain in Ukraine, people who are fighting, to be as loud
and creative … this is the task of artists to find new ways
of how to reveal and show their country’.

Previously in many cases, it was found out that due to the
war, many casualties have happened to Ukrainian
civilians. Thus, she fears that this time it shouldn’t
happen.

whitebit ÁTLAS
АВрора

МУЛЬТИМАРКЕТ UNITED2024-

12.07-14.07BLOCKBUSTERMALL
ПР.СТЕПАНАБАНДЕРИ,36

БУМБОКС•АРТЕМПИВОВАРОВ
БЕЗОБМЕЖЕНЬ•VERKASERDUCHKA

ЖАДАНІСОБАКИ
КУРГАН&AGREGAT•ДРУГАРІКА

DANTES•LATEXFAUNA
ХЕТСПІЧ•ХРИСТИНАСОЛОВІЙ•КРИХІТКА
ДІТИІНЖЕНЕРІВ•MELOVIN•ТНЕКОМАКОМА
BEISSOUL&EINIUS•НИЦОПОТВОРНО
RENIECARES•ТУЧА•SASHABOOLE•ДКЕНЕРГЕТИК

DISAPPEAREDCOMPLETELY•DAKHTRIO•HEAVENPHETAMINE
HLIBOROB•ОБІЙМИДОЩУ•КОМА

ПІДПІЛЬНИЙСТЕНДАП:
БАЙДАК•ЗУХВАЛА•ЗАГАЙКЕВИЧ•ЧИРКОВ•НЕМОНЕЖИНА•КОРОТКОВ•САФАРОВ

НЕРІВНИЙ•ТРАНДАФІЛОВ•ЧУБАХА•СЕНІН•КОЧЕГУРА
СТЕПАНИСЬКО•ЖИПЕЦЬКИЙ•ПЕТРОВ•СТЕНЮК•КАЧУРА•ФЕДОРКОВА

ТАБАГАТОІНШИХXITFM UNITED24 MEGOGO H

ЗБИРАЄМО100000000
НАПРИДБАННЯНАЗЕМНИХТАПОВІТРЯНИХДРОНІВДЛЯЗБРОЙНИХСИЛУКРАЇНИ

КУПУЙКВИТКИвmonobanki
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Event News

Bonnaroo Music And Arts
Festival 2024 Livestream:

Where And How To Watch

Enjoy the Bonnaroo Music and Arts
Festival 2024 Livestream from the
comfort of your couch. Here is how you
can watch Post Malone, Reneé Rapp,
and others.

The four-day music festival, Bonnaroo
Music and Arts Festival 2024 returns
this year to the Bonnaroo Farm in
Manchester, Tennessee, and will be
starting on June 13th, Thursday. For
those enthusiasts who could not make
it to the festival this year but
desperately want to enjoy the
performances, you can watch it live
stream on Hulu.

The 21st edition of the music and art
festival will feature the brightest in the
music scene- including Post Malone,
Diplo, Pretty Lights, Red Hot Chili
Peppers, Faye Webster, Chappell Roan,
and others.

How to watch the Bonnaroo Music &
Arts Festival from home:

The Bonnaroo Music & Arts Festival is
starting on Thursday, June 13th and it
will be a four-day long celebration of

art and music till Sunday, June 16.

Some of the top recording artists
in the music industry are set to
take the stages at the Bonnaroo
Farm in Manchester, Tennessee,
starting at 5:05 p.m. PT/8:05 p.m.
ET daily.

For people who could not attend
this year, Hulu has come with
great news as it will be streaming
this year's Bonnaroo festival.
Viewers can check Bonnaroo
broadcasts live on Hulu every day
of the festival.

Anyone who has a Hulu
subscription can enjoy the
livestream for four long days in
the comfort of their home. If you
are not a subscriber, you can sign
up for the 30-day free trial and
enjoy the entire music festival
from 13th to 16th June for free.

The subscription package for the
Bonnaroo Music & Arts Festival
on Hulu at $7.99 per month for the
ad-supported package or $17.99

for the ad-free package.

One of the best streaming deals is
the Disney Duo bundle. This comes
with the ad-supported versions of
Hulu and Disney+ for $9.99 per
month, saving you nearly 40
percent together.

Another package, the Disney Trio
offers Hulu, Disney+, and ESPN+,
all with ads, for $14.99 per month,
saving you 45 percent when you
compare to paying for other
subscriptions.

Performers at the Bonnaroo Music
& Arts Festival 2024:
 The Bonnaroo Music & Arts
Festival this year features some of
the best recording artists in the
global music industry.

Some of the few best-selling
recording artists who will be taking
the stages to perform at the
Bonnaroo Music & Arts Festival
2024 are -

Pretty Lights
Post Malone
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Chappell Roan
Diplo
Faye Webster
Reneé Rapp
Gary Clark Jr.
The Beaches
Melanie Martinez
Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit
Jon Batiste

Where to buy Bonnaroo Music &
Arts Festival 2024 tickets online: If
you wish to attend the festival in
person, last-minute tickets for the
Bonnaroo 2024 are available at
StubHub, Ticket Liquidator, Ticket
Network, and GameTime.

The prices depend on which day
you wish to attend.
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Event Review

Railbird Music Festival Review:
Chris Stapleton, Noah Kahan

Creates Magic

The two-day music festival Railbird at Lexington surely had on-
again and off-again moments with the rain, but the performances
shone brighter than the sun!The Lexington music festival Railbird
took place on June 1-2, at the Infield at Red Mile in Lexington, KY.
This two-day music festival saw over 45,000 people in attendance
who rocked in the field to the dynamic music of this year's even
more dynamic lineup.

Although the festival had on-and-off moments with the rain, the
music and unique collaborations on stage shone brighter than
anything, making it worth it. This year's lineup included Chris
Stapleton, Noah Kahan, Wynonna, Elle King, Counting Crows, and
Hozier, and they gave us some exceedingly memorable moments
of music and celebration.

A memorable cheeky moment: 

A sweet and kind of weird moment with a fan happened during
Chris Stapleton's set at the Railbird on Sunday night. Before the
musician's performance of "Parachute", his attention was caught
by a young fan present in the crowd. The Lexington-born singer
spotted a fan who would just graduate from his alma mater,
Johnson Central High School in Paintsville, riding the rail. This
sweet young fan brought his diploma with him for Stapleton to
sign. "Sign your JCHS diploma? Did you bring your high school
diploma to a festival?" said Stapleton. "Hell yeah, I'll sign it. That's
too weird man, thank you!"

Rain made its debut!

At the fourth iteration of the festival, second at
the Red Mile, the most notable debutante was
the rain. At Saturday’s action, a persistent
drizzle loomed all over, but afternoon showers
came straight for Sunday, making the attendees
run for cover. The first wave of the rain came in
the middle of a fiery performance from
bluegrass mainstays the Infamous
Stringdusters. Ironically, the band had just
begun their set beckoning for the sun to break
through the cloudy skies with “Rise Sun.”

Cut set for Dwight Yoakam

Pikeville native musician Dwight Yoakam's set
started late and was cut short at the Railbird
Music Festival due to heat exhaustion. Yoakam,
67, said he was overheated and dehydrated.
However, he returned a few minutes later on
stage and performed two more songs, ending his
set early. He said on the mic, "They gave me a
shot of some Kentucky bourbon and I'm better
now. I said, 'Man oh man.'I kept looking at that
storm cloud and I started seeing images of
things coming out of it and I was like, 'This is
not right.' But thank you for your patience, and
sorry about that. It is historic for me, that's only
the second time in my entire career, about 38
years now, that I ever started to pass out on
stage. Except for just, you know, the vapors at
how good I might have thought I was at one
time."

Stage surprises

Besides the rain, the other surprises for the
weekend were definitely the unexpected
collaborations on the stage.  Kentucky legend
Wynonna welcomed Turnpike Troubadours’
frontman Evan Felker to add harmonica on
“Ain’t No Thing” and Marcus King for a set-
closing “No One Else On Earth.” King also kept
the surprises rolling as he Nashville by way of
Sandy Hook, Ky., native Leah Blevins for the
gospel-infused “Down In The River To Pray.”
However, the biggest surprising collaboration
was from Noah Kahan who brought out
Counting Crows’ singer Adam Duritz to perform
the band’s “A Long December”. But that is not
all, the crowd also witnessed him welcome
Hozier ahead of his Sunday set for “Northern
Attitude.”
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Event Review

Governor’s Ball 2024: The Phenomenal Music Festival Has
Taken Place In New York

This year, one of the most exciting
festivals, the Governor’s Ball
occurred from the 7th to the 9th of
June at the Queens’s Flushing
Meadows Corona Park,
NYC.Governor’s Ball has recently
taken place in Queens, New York
City. The Queens’s Flushing
Meadows Corona Park is not
usually filled with visitors but this
time in the Governor’s Ball the
scenario is quite different. Various
artists have come to the music
festival to perform. The excellent
performances have set the stage on
fire. Rock band, The Killers have
not only performed but also
brought a fan on stage for playing
the drums for their popular
soundtrack ‘For Reasons Unknown’.

This music festival took place from
the 7th to the 9th of June. This
three-day music festival has been
one of the most exciting music
festivals. One got to witness the

brilliant performances of renowned
music artists and bands. Other than
that, the electrifying pop-ups, different
food trucks, and various other activities
have made the music festival even more
charming.

The music artist Chappell Roan came in
all green, which is another spectacular
sight for all. Every year, the Governor’s
Ball comes up with something very new
for all the audiences. This time, the
mesmerizing transformation in the
forest has made the music festival even
more captivating. In addition to that,
there was a Lady Liberty statue, which
hada full tatted sleeve.

At the venue of the music festival, the
pink neon trees have enhanced the
whole festival location.The completely
transformed Queens Park has been the
center of attraction for all music
enthusiasts.

Along with listening to music, one can
spot many connections of the bar,

restrooms, Instagrammable
corners, and much more. The name
of the music festival came from the
venue where it used to take place,
which was Governor’s Island. But
over the years, it is coming to see
that the venues are changing with
each passing year. It has occurred
on Randall’s Island and Citi Field.
And now it has shifted to New York
City. However, the name of the
music festival is still intact.

This year at the Governor’s Ball,
artists and music bands like Arcy
Drive, Stephen Sanchez, Qveen
Herby, Sabrina Carpenter, Post
Malone, The Killers, SZA, Tyla,
Jessie Murph, and many others
have played.

Their outstanding performances
have made the music festival one of
a kind.

And that is why, it has gotten huge
appreciation from all.
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Music News

Halsey Announces The First Single
From Their Upcoming Album Project

The ‘Closer’ singer Halsey is ready
to drop their fifth studio album and
the release of the leading track is
scheduled on June 4th. Find hints
at “ForMyLastTrick.com.”

After a long wait, Halsey has finally
come up with a brand new album,
making their previous pop era
disappear. They have confirmed the
release of their fifth studio album
while teasing the project with its
first single. The album is finally
complete and the lead track will be
released soon.

Halsey took this moment to create
anticipation by sharing the cover
artwork through social media on
Monday, June 3rd. They wrote, “I’m
releasing the first song off my 5th
album tomorrow 6/04 at 9 am pt /
12 et. Before the first single comes,
I wanted to share this. It means a
lot to me and I love it.” The singer-
songwriter further added, “Let’s try

something different this time and start
at ‘The End.’”

This announcement follows another
incident where fans found that Halsey
has revealed a cryptic website which is
called “ForMyLastTrick.com.” The
webpage offers many illustrated badges
and some of them can be considered as
hints regarding her upcoming album
project. For example, there is a badge
shaped like a vinyl record that takes
listeners to a Spotify playlist that is
filled with some of the most iconic retro
tracks from the late ’60s and early ’70s.
It shows an illustration of a doctor who
is X-raying a patient’s heart.

It makes an ominous sound when
clicked on the badge. There is also a
badge that seems like a ticket stub with
the label “The End,” and clicking on the
badge offers a letter from Halsey that
pop s up on the screen. The letter starts
with “As you may have guessed, I have
written a new album,” along with a 

mysterious date “6/?/71,” which is
perhaps an indication of release.
The letter further reads, “But I
needed some time to figure out
how to say what I needed to say.
You see, I’ve been holding  and I
need to let it out.”

It seems like Halsey has poured
down a hefty dose of themselves
through this album as the letter
reads, “There’s so much I am going
to reveal on this record, but you
need to know some of the story
first.” Confirming the release of the
first single, they added, “So before
the chaos and confetti of big
singles and album releases I just
need to tell you, my friend, why it
all matters this time. I’m releasing
a new song on June 4. It’s just for
us.” 
 
Let’s join the musical journey with
Halsey as they said, “Let’s start at
THE END.” 
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Music News

Demi Lovato Finds ‘Hope’ After Her Dreadful
Mental Health Struggles

Demi Lovato has been an open
book when it comes to her mental
health battle. Now the artist has
found ‘hope’ in her life, which is
helping her a lot.

The American singer-songwriter
Demi Lovato found ‘hope’ after
dealing with mental health issues
for a long time. Previously, the
artist has talked about her mental
health struggles. She is one of the
few celebrities who have uttered
their struggles publicly.

She has said how faced problems
like eating disorders and various
abuses. She has fought many
battles in her mental health
journey, which is quite
inspirational for many.

She has admitted how she is asking
for help and confronting all the
problems she is going through.
Demi also said how she was
‘defeated’ for the fifth time while
seeking help. She stated ‘I have
been to inpatient treatment five
times, and it has something that

every single time I walked back into a
treatment center, I felt defeated’.

She also said ‘And I know that
experience firsthand, but I think the
glimmer of hope was when I started
putting in the work and I started to,
whether it was work, a program, or talk
to my treatment team and build
relationships there’.

Later that, she optimistically said ‘I
think the glimmer of hope started to
change when I started to find joy and
the little things in life. And that was
something that was so foreign to me
before because I was so used to, so used
to not seeing hope’.

Demi Lovato has gone to rehab many
times. In 2018, she almost gave up and
was near death.  She has been a drug
abuser in her life and that took her to
that stage in her life.

Now the artist has been sober for
straight six years. After going through a
traumatic phase in 2018, she channeled
all her emotions to the 2021 album
‘Dancing with the Devil... the Art of

Starting Over’.

She is overcoming her situation
with her music creations. Demi
focuses more on her work to deal
with her mental health condition.

And now the artist has said how
she is finding ‘hope’ in her life,
which is helping her in many
aspects. Everyone has witnessed
her traumatic journey and is able to
understand how much trouble she
has faced in her life, which has
somehow made an impact on her
career too.

Fans can now follow Demi Lovato
on Facebook | Instagram | and
Twitter 
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Music News

Rihanna
Reveals

The Launch
Date For

Fenty Hair’s
New Hair
Care Line

Fenty is Rihanna’s 5th business
that she has founded. Recently she
has revealed recently about her
upcoming hair care line, which is
going live by the end of this June.

Earlier this week she chose
Instagram to share about her
upcoming hair care brand. Recently
she was seen in a very charming
blond pixie cut and made some
colorful shorts to create a thriving
anticipation for this hair care
brand.

In the post, She wrote in the
caption, “A new family is moving
in! @fentyhair is pullin’ up and it’s
time to finally have the hair
experience you’ve been waiting
for,” She also added, “You know
how much switching my hair up
matters to me.”

Then she continued, “I’ve had
almost every texture, color, [and]
length – from weaves to braids to
natural. So, I am launching a
flexible line of products for not
only every hair want, but every
single product is designed to
strengthen and repair all types of
hair, which is what we truly need!
It’s time to play and get stronger by
the style.”

FETYHAIR

The official document of this
upcoming hair care line has
shown that it is a “Non-medicated
hair care preparations; Non-
medicated dandruff shampoo;
Hair styling preparations; Hair
straightening preparations; Hair
relaxing preparations; Hair
waving preparations; Non-
medicated hair restoration
lotions; Hair bleaching
preparations; Hair coloring
preparations, and Hair glitter.”

Hence, Rihanna doesn’t have
decided which products she
should be launching initially. 

This is going to be her fifth company
after she founded the Exponential
Fenty Empire in 2017.

She first started this company with a
make-up line and the world is still a
fan of this cosmetic brand.

After two years, she started her
Fenty fashion house where she
brought together the French luxury
goods conglomerate, LVMH, and the
the size-inclusive lingerie brand
Savage X Fenty.

In 2020, she debuted in the skincare
line as well. She also launched the
Fenty X Puma shoe collection about
which she said, “I already got stuff I
feel like I could make hits out of”.

She also added that she and her
partner, A$AP Rocky have to “figure
out who’s going to use what because
it’s so good”.

According to sources, she filed for
Fenty Hair in 2021, and due to the
pandemic, this delay has happened.
Yet her fans are waiting for her 2025
world tour.

Follow Rihanna on Facebook |
Instagram | Twitter 
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Kevin
Jonas Has
Undergone
A Surgery

For Skin
Cancer

One of the Jonas Brothers, Kevin
Jonas has recently revealed his
surgery regarding skin cancer. He
said ‘Make sure to get those moles
checked, people’.

The eldest of the Jonas Brothers,
Kevin Jonas has unveiled the news
of getting skin cancer. The artist
has gone through surgery and
getting more treatments.

Recently Kevin shared the news of
getting diagnosed with basal cell
carcinoma. He had a small mole on
his face, which came out as cancer
cells. Now the artist is trying to
raise awareness regarding skin
cancer.

This particular type of skin cancer
occurs due to excessive exposure to
the sun’s UV rays. For our skin UV
rays are really dangerous.

Not taking any kind of precautions
can lead to things like this. Kevin
shared a video of himself where he
revealed the news.

And at the very first he said while
showing the cancer spot that ‘Yes,
that is an actual little skin cancer
guy that has started to grow. And
now I have to get surgery to remove
it, so here we go’.

Later in the video, he added a clip
of his post-surgery and stated

WLLVII

‘Alright, I’m all done. Now it’s
time to heal. Heading home. Make
sure to get those moles checked
people’. In the post, he has
captioned ‘Friendly reminder to
get your moles checked ?’. 

This news has created a buzz
among all of his fans. People have
been quite concerned about his
health condition.

But the artist has assured all that
his health condition is now better.
Currently, the Jonas Brothers are
on their tour ‘Five Albums, One 

Night’. In between the tours, he
came to know about his condition.
As of now, they have taken a break
from the tours. It is coming to know
that the Jonas Brothers will start
their tour again in August. They will
start from Mexico and later they will
go for the European leg of the tour.

Their tour for the European leg will
start from 9th September to 16th
October.

For Europe, they have planned many
things. They have announced to
perform in places like London, Paris,
Birmingham, Glasgow, Belfast,
Manchester, Amsterdam, Dublin,
and more.

Their fans are eagerly waiting for the
‘Five Albums, One Night’. Due to the
‘unforeseen scheduling conflicts’,
the dates of the tour have been
postponed. But it is going to resume
very soon.
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Bebe Rexha Was Found Slamming G-Eazy In
Heated Now-Deleted Post

Pop singer Bebe Rexha seems to be
quite pissed with G-Eazy’s behavior
as she slammed the rapper in the
Instagram post. It is safe to say,
that there are never working
together!

Well, it seems like Bebe Rexha and
G-Eazy are never going to work
together again. Even after 9 years
of smashing the track together,
“Me, Myself & I,” the bitterness is
still there and it was revealed
through an Instagram post on
Thursday.

Rexha called out her collaborator
G-Eazy and said that the artist has
been treating her poorly after the
release of the hit track together in
2015. However, the post is now
deleted.

She wrote “You’re lucky people are
liking you again,” and tagged G-
Eazy. The singer further added,
“‘Cause I could go in on all the sh–
ty things you’ve done and how you
treated me after giving you your
only real hit.” However, there was

something that triggered the artist as
someone from her team asked her
whether she still wanted to work
together with the rapper for social
media content.

Rexha shared the screenshot and said,
“You have my number.” She further
added, “Why don’t you text me and ask
me yourself you stuck up ungrateful
loser,” and savagely concluded, “Btw the
answer is no,” and said, “Hope you
good.”

Bebe Rexha calls out G-Eazy after she
was asked to shoot social media content
with him: “you have my number. Why
don’t you text me and ask me yourself
you stuck up ungrateful loser. You're
lucky people are liking you again. Cause
I could go in on all the sh*tty things
you've done and how you treated me
after giving you your only real hit. Btw
the answer is no.” (X)

‘Me, Myself & I’ was one of the greatest
music projects by the duet that debuted
on the Billboard Hot 100 back in 2015.
The duet also worked together for the
music project “F.F.F.” which appeared

on Bebe Rexha’s EP project ‘All
Your Fault Pt. 1.’ This track also
performed well and reached No. 51
on the Billboard 200.

The now-deleted Instagram post
came after G-Eazy dropped a
brand-new single, titled “Anxiety.”
In May, Rexhahas also dropped a
new song “Chase It” which is
currently garnering much
attention. However, the singer is
pushed to her limits by the
concertgoers as she is found
putting out a concertgoer at her
show which took place in
Wisconsin.

The person was apparently trying
to throw something at the singer
when she shouted “Out, out.” Last
year, Bebe Rexha suffered a serious
facial injury when one of the
concert-goers threw his phone at
the artist during a how. She said,
“Or, if you wanna hit me in the
face, I had to press charges for the
other guy — I’d love to become
richer.”
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American
country
singerand
songwriter,
Dashais

currently
revolvingat
theepitomeof
everyone's
attentionwith
thelatest
officialmusic
videoofher
hitsong,
'Austin'.

DASHA
Dasha'sRawCountryEssences
reflectsThrough'Austin'sLatest

MusicVideo

In2023,DashareleasedthetrackAustin'
onNovember17andcreatedamajorbuzz

inthecountrymusicscene.Considering
Beyonce's'CowboyCarter',thepopularity
ofShaboozey,andPostMalone's

collaborationwithMorganWallen;all
thesemusicprojectsandtheirpopularity
amongtheglobalmusicloversshowthat
countrymusicisbacktonewheights.
ThankstouniqueartistslikeDashawho
knowshowtopouraheftydoseof

individualitythrougheachmusicproject.
'Austin'isahighlyemotivemusicproject
thatconsistsofafairshareofromantic

essencetoo.Withthelatestmusicvideo,
thethemeiswellestablishedandthe
singerhasdoneagoodjobwithheracting

skillstoo.

AnnaDashaNovotny,betterknownas
Dashaisonly24yearsoldnow,andshehas
alreadypeakedonthetopcharts.Itis
evident,thatthecountrysinger-

songwritertopreparedforalongand
successfulmusicaljourney.Shehassigned
withWarnerRecordsandalsoperformedat

the2024CMTAwardswhichtookplacein
Austin,Texas.PerformingAustin'in
Austinistrulyremarkable,isn'tit?
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Ankit Tiwary Stopped His Show As A
Cameraman Fainted On Stage

The Bollywood music artist Ankit
Tiwary stopped his concert midway
in Mumbai as one of the
camerapersons fainted and fell on
stage suddenly.

Renowned Hindi music artist, Ankit
Tiwary stopped his concert in
Mumbai on the 8th of June. The
artist stopped midway as one of the
cameramen fainted and fell on
stage. Ankit’s concert took place at
the Carter Road Amphitheater.

The singer and composer stopped
singing when he saw that a
cameraperson had fallen on stage.
On Instagram, from a video, it came
to see that the artist rushed right
away towards the man when he saw
him. The cameraman was filming
his performance when it happened.

After that, Ankit offered water and
made sure that he had gotten the
right treatments. Till now it was his
song that captivated his audiences,
but after the incident, it was his
gesture that everyone praised.
Netizens have said ‘This is called

humanity’ and the other person said ‘He
is gem’. Truly, he showed an admirable
gesture. This should definitely be
appreciated.

Ankit Tiwary is a renowned singer and
composer who has given many songs in
his career. He worked in phenomenal
movies like ‘Aashiqui 2’, ‘PK’, ‘Singham
Returns’, ‘Roy’, and more.

Later, he got involved in some
controversy in the music industry and
after that, he has gone through a tough
time in both his personal and
professional life.

The scandal almost destroyed his music
career. However, the artist is now started
working on more music projects and
focusing on his career. In an interview,
once he said ‘People stopped working
together, pulled their hands back.

Without giving any reason, they
withdrew me from many projects. Most
of my work which was in the finishing
stage was also closed. I lost so much.
But that doesn’t mean I gave up. I have
been doing something’.

The artist also said ‘When such
phases arrive, very few people
stand with you.

There were some people in the
industry who were with me, whom I
actually call my family. Those with
whom I have worked were also in
my support.

It is said that when all the doors are
closed, God keeps one gate open.
The same happened to me. When
all the doors were closed, one gate
was open. I left from there too. I
have come a long way now’.  Later
on, the artist started regaining his
fame by working on movies like
‘Malang’, ‘Big Bull’, ‘Baaghi 2’,
‘Shiddat’, and more.
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Enjoy The Full Sufi
Experience With The 6

Best Sufi Songs

DALYTUSICROLL

6Bal

Sufi music is one of the most popular musical genres in
India and the subcontinent. So here are the best Sufi songs
that will give listeners a memorable experience.

The rise of Sufi music in India, and especially the
Bollywood film industry is something that should be
noted. Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, the eminent singer-composer
says, "One thing is certain if something is gaining
popularity that means there is a market and audience for
it.

New things will come but pure Sufi music will stay as it has
for centuries.” When we talk about Sufi music, it is not
something that came out of the blue, it is a form of
spiritual music that has been in the subcontinent for years,
acknowledged by real artists, artists who dared to
experiment with their musicality. Now, with the help of
talented composers and music directors, this music genre
is gaining massive popularity in mainstream Hindi movies
and the music industry.

So what makes Sufi music so popular and loved across the
various languages and music lovers? The answer lies in the
intensity of the music type. According to researchers and
music experts, Sufi music presents an ecstatic and
transcendental state for the listeners, which is an entire
experience in itself. At the same time, the style addresses
emotions like the pure love for the divine, the anxiety of
being separated from the supreme reality, and the
curiosity to be close and really know about the creator of
the universe, which is quite uncommon in other musical
genres.

What is Sufi music?

Sufi music is a type of music that refers to the devotional

music of the Sufis, people from the school of practice,
focusing on the spiritual search for God while abandoning
materialism. The music started from the inspiration of Sufi
poets like Amir Khusrow, Rumi, Hafiz, Khwaja Ghulam
Farid, and Bulleh Shah.

The music is central to the Sema ceremony of Islam
culture, the whirling dervishes. Qawwali is the best-known
form of Sufi music, and the love and devotional songs are
performed as ghazals and Kafi. If you, like many others in
India and the subcontinent, enjoy Sufi music, then here are
the best 6 songs from the genre that will give you the
ultimate Sufi experience.

1. Duma Dum Mast Qalandar - This beautiful
composition is considered a Sufi anthem for real music
lovers. This is the ultimate spiritual Sufi song that often
finds its place amid the convergence of both spiritual
music lovers and party-holics. Its rich history which dates
back to the 13th century was written by the original and
eminent Sufi poet Amir Khusrow. Khusrow crafted the
beautiful poem to honor Lal ShahbazQalandar, the most
admired Sufi saint. The astonishing lyrics were penned by
Amir Khusrow as a prayer and later modified by Bulleh
Shah in the eighteenth century.

It was Bulleh Shah who woven the poem into the music of
Qawwali. Over the years ‘Duma Dum Mast Qalandar’ has
been subjected to several renditions, reviving the craze for
the hypnotic composition from time to time. One of the
most popular renditions of the track is the melody
composed by Pakistani music composer Master Ashiq
Hussain. The song is called ‘Lal Meri Pat’ and was
originally composed for the 1956 Pakistani film “Jabroo”,
sung by Inayat Hussain Bhatti, Fazal Hussain, and A.R.
Bismil. However, the most popular rendition was ‘Dama
Dam Mast Qalandar’ from the 1969 Pakistani film “Dillan
DeySoudey”.

This included the original composition of Ashiq Hussain
and was sung by Noor Jehan. Legendary Pakistani
musicians NusratFateh Ali Khan and M. Arshad composed
a new rendition of the track, inspired by “Dam Mast
Qalandar”, with a completely different melody and
arrangement. Khan later sang this song and used it in the
Pakistani film “Boxer” which was popularized as ‘Dam
Mast Qalandar’ or ‘Mast Mast’.

2. Khwaja Mere Khwaja - Another Sufi rendition that will
fill your hearts with love for the divine and give you that
ultimate feeling of being blended with the demiurge, is
‘Khwaja Mere Khwaja’ from the Film Jodhaa Akbar. The
film came in 2008 and was directed by AshutoshGowariker
which focused on the political marriage between Mughal
Emperor Jalaluddin Akbar and Jodhaa,
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daughter of Raja Bharmal. In the beautifully designed set,
the song comes in to present one of the most beautiful
moments the Hindi Film industry ever witnessed. Written
by Kashif, the song was composed, and sung by the
illustrious musician, A.R. Rahman. The composer and
singer later confirmed that the song was not made for any
film in particular, certainly not for Jodhaa Akbar. Rather he
composed it for himself to listen to. Interestingly, this
song is one of the most splendid Sufi compositions that
Bollywood has.

3. Saansonki Mala - A beautiful Sufi rendition that is
penned down by the most dedicated devotee of Lord
Krishna, Meera Bai is 'Sansonki Mala pe Simrun Mai Pee
Ka Naam'. It is one of many bhajans that Meera Bai wrote
for Lord Krishna in the sixteenth century. The lyrics of this
bhajan are extremely powerful and perfectly convey the
all-consuming love that a devotee has for her lord, whom
she considers as her 'Priyatam' or lover.

Now the song is one of the most popular songs that is
performed at Hindu devotional gatherings. The song
showcases how powerful the love of a devotee can be so
that it can transcend the devotee to the higher dimensions
of spirituality. Later Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan re-wrote this as
a song and performed during the time of his first visit to
India in 1979.

In 1996, the song was recomposed for the film “Jeet” by
Nadeem-Shravan. The film had Salman Khan, Karisma
Kapoor, and Sunny Deol. ‘Saansonki Mala’ was again used
in the 1997 Hindi film “Koyla”, starring Shah Rukh
Khan and Madhuri Dixit. It was recomposed by Rajesh
Roshan and was sung by Kavita Krishnamurthy. The last
rendition we heard was in 2011, for the film “Trishna”
where Michael Winterbottom used the original
composition.

4. Piya Haji Ali - A clue that hints toward a great Sufi
song is that it must be soaked in devotion and 'Piya Haji
Ali' is the kind of song that if you listen just for once, it
will be very hard to forget.

Used in the movie "Fiza" in 2000, the masterful
composition is done by none other than A.R Rahman and
penned by Shoukat Ali. "Kiske Dil Me Kya Chupa Hai, Sab
Tumhe Malum Hai", the lyrics are soulfully dedicated to Pir
Haji Ali Shah Bukhari, the eminent saint from the
nineteenth century.

This beautiful Sufi rendition is written from the
irrespective of realizing the divine’s unbiased and pure
love. Singing or even listening to the track in a quiet place
can be a soul-bearing and powerful experience for anyone.
If you are in search of a deep sense of relaxation and the 

feeling of uniting with the celestial being, then ‘Piya Haji
Ali’ is most definitely your song.

5. ‘Chap Tilak Sab’ - 'Chap Tilak Sab' is another Sufi
rendition that dates back to the fourteenth century.
Penned by the renowned Amir Khusro, the mystical and
melodious lyrics of the track made it one of the most
popular and well-loved songs in the world of modern
Qawwali and Sufi music lovers.

The poetry is the ideal blend of true Islamic and Indian
cultures and is written in the Western Indian language,
BrajBhasha. This poem is known as Khusro's most popular
Kalam, a penned version of the imagination of his
devotion toward the omnipresent and how it binds them
together. The poem is also an epic example of the Middle
Eastern art form entangling with Indic philology.

‘Chaaptilak sab cheeni’ revolves around the theme of the
power of just a mere glance from the divine. The
composition has later been sung by various legendary
singers like Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Mehnaz Begum,
Naheed Akhtar, Abida Parveen, Lata Mangeshkar, Asha
Bhosle, Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, Kailash Kher, Kavita Seth,
and many more.

6. ‘Bhar Do Jholi’ - Another popular and heartening Sufi
rendition of the modern world is ‘’Bhar Do Jholi' which was
popularized by the late Sabri Brothers. The song was
penned by the eminent Urdu poet Purnam Allahabadi in
praise of Allah.

The lyrics are about the supreme divine who is also a
provider of spiritual bliss along with materialistic needs. In
the 1970s, the Sabri Brothers released their greatest hit
qawwalis including 'Bhar Do Jholi'. The song 'Bhar Do Jholi
Meri Ya Muhammad' was later heard in the film "Bin
BadalBarsat", released in 1975.

The most modern rendition of the song was heard in the
2015 movie “Bajrangi Bhaijan”. Starring Salman Khan,
Kabir Khan, and Nawazuddin Siddiqui, the movie had the
song in the voice of Adnan Sami which received much love
and appreciation from the Sufi lovers all across.

Other than these 6 tracks, some of the other most famous
Sufi songs are ‘Mera Piya Ghar Aaya’, ‘Halka Halka
Surroor’, ‘Eri Sakhi Mohe Piya GharAaye’, etc. Sufism can
be seen in nuance in various Indian music, art, and
literature forms.

The ideology of Sufi music voices for peace, love, and
harmony, moreover, the idea that the love that we receive
from the omnipresent is equal for everyone. 
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Arijit Singh
Collaborates

With
Globally

Renowned
DJ Martin

Garrix
Indian singer Arijit Singh is
teaming up with world-famous DJ
Martin Garrix for an upcoming
music project and the DJ has just
shared a photo of them together.

India’s heartthrob singer Arijit
Singh is now collaborating with
acclaimed DJ Martin Garrix and it
has been confirmed that there is an
upcoming track ready to release.

This global union and unique music
project are sparking a huge buzz
among the fans along with a fair
share of anticipation.

A recent photo of these two artists
sitting together has just gone viral
what seems to be a jamming
session on a comfy rooftop. Fans
are quite excited to experience the
fusion of Singh's mesmerizing
vocals along with Grarrix with his
skills in creating outrageous EDM
compositions.

Garrix has shared the photo on
Instagram and the Indian fans are
now going crazy over it.

Previously, Arijit Singh has shared
his desire for collaborating with
Martin which was perhaps an
indication for the latest
partnership. The photo on
Instagram was 

MUSIC

Collaboration

DAILYMUSICROLL

captioned "incredible week, thank
you @arijitsingh” which affirms
that these two have been working
on a new music project for the
past week.

It goes without saying that fans of
both artists have showered love
and appreciation through the
comments and some of them also
said, "This is huge, cannot wait for
the collab," as well as, "One of the
biggest collabs is coming, wow”.

Last year Arijit Singh appeared in
a podcast hosted by Tarsame
Mittal.

At the podcast, he shared his
dream of collaborating with
globally famous DJ Martin Garrix
and also appreciated the DJ’s
works and compositions that
inspired him.

Right after the podcast, it was
noticed that Garrix and Singh are

following each other on Instagram
and it seems like they have secretly
cooking a new music project.

Martin Garrix is one of the best DJs
around the world who is best known
for his hit tracks like ‘Summer Days’,
‘Animals’, ‘In the Name of Love’ and
many others.

The DJ has previously shown
appreciation for his Indian fans and
said, “India is one of my favorite
countries to perform at, so I’m super
excited to finally return and party
with all my fans”.

The DJ has been coming to India for
many years now and last year he
performed for a tour at Bengaluru.

There’s no doubt that he is going to
make millions of more Indian fans
with this upcoming music project.
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SAM SMITH IS ABOUT TO RELEASE THEIRSAM SMITH IS ABOUT TO RELEASE THEIR
10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION OF ‘IN THE10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION OF ‘IN THE

LONELY HOUR’LONELY HOUR’
The release boasts new tracks while offering more renditions of
their previous releases like ‘Stay With Me’ and ‘I’m Not the Only
One’, celebrating music on August 2nd.

The viral ‘Unholy’ singer is about to release a new song as a part
of the 10th Anniversary edition of their debut album, ‘In The
Lonely Hour’.

The first time they released this album was 26th of May 2014, and
on completing 10 years, he is back with a new edition of his
releases with re-mastered numbers and some new releases as
well.

The re-issue of this 2014 album will be released on the 2nd of
August and it will be a great option for all Sam Smith fans to re-
enjoy these tracks as per the release details there will be more
new tracks in this album as well.

They are going to drop 25 songs and the new track is named,
‘Little Sailor’ from this GRAMMY®, BRIT, Golden Globe, and
Academy Award-winning artist.

This new edition features artists like Mary J Blige, A$ASP Rocky,
and John Legend.

This album also showcased one of their live performances of the
song ‘I’ve Told You Now’ as well at the St Pancras Old Church,
London.

In a statement, they say, “I’m so delighted,” continuing, “This year
I have been sitting down and recording interviews with truly
inspirational leaders, guardians of their craft and revolutionary

voices.

“These conversations have been truly
wonderful, and they all enrich and inform our
collective mission with ‘The Pink House’, which
is to use knowledge and lived experience to
support and protect, the lives of our beautiful
community of queer/LGBTQIA+ people,” They
concluded.

Release details: ‘In The Lonely Hour’

Vinyl 1: Side A
Good Thing
Stay With Me (Re-record)
Leave Your Lover

Vinyl 1: Side B
I’m Not The Only One
I’ve Told You Now
Like I Can
Not In That Way

Vinyl 2: Side A
Make It To Me
Lay Me Down
Little Sailor

Vinyl 2: Side B
Money On My Mind
Life Support
Restart

Vinyl 3: Side A
Safe with me
Nirvana
I’ve Told You Now (Live at St Pancras Old
Church, London)

Vinyl 3: Side B
Latch
La La La
How Will I Know

Vinyl 4: Side A
Latch acoustic
Drowning Shadows
Writing’s On The Wall

Vinyl 4: Side B
Stay With Me (feat. Mary J Blige)
I’m Not The Only One (feat. A$ASP Rocky)
Lay Me Down (feat. John Legend)

You can now follow Sam Smith on Instagram,
Facebook, and Twitter
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Megan Thee
Stallion Has

Just Dropped
An Alternate
Album Cover
For ‘MEGAN’

Fans have offered more approval
after Megan Thee Stallion dropped
an alternative cover for her
upcoming album project ‘Megan’
which is all set released this June.

The anticipation for Megan Thee
Stallion’s upcoming album was
already quite high and now, the
artist has increased it a notch
higher with an alternate album
cover.

A couple of weeks before the
release of the album ‘MEGAN’, she
is teasing the projects with an
artistic cover that has garnered
many positive reviews.

On the album cover, Megan could
be seen coming out of a broken
eggshell with a big ‘M’ behind it.

Seductively shimmering and as
powerful as always, the album
cover enhances the hype among the
fans.

Perhaps the album cover signifies a
rebirth of the artist as the other
cover also shows Megan getting out
of a cocoon just like a butterfly.

The alternate cover art has gained
more approval than the first one
fans provided positive responses.

However, it is still unpredictable
whether Megan will decide to
change the previous art cover with
the alternate one or not. 

But fans on Instagram have shown
their bias over the alternate cover
with even a pole.

Megan is currently gaining at full
throttle on her musical journey
and music projects are lined up.

She has recently joined Flo Milli
and Latto for a “Sunday Service”
remix.

‘Megan’ is going to be her third
studio album after the 2022
release of ‘Traumazine’.

‘Megan’ holds more attention as
this is the first eponymous album
by Megan and her first album was

‘Good News’.

Usually, music artists release such
eponymous albums as their debut
which offers an introduction to them
and their work.

Releasing a namesake album after
gaining much popularity could
signify that Megan is planning for
something big.

There are a lot of serpentine
references in this tracklist as each
single is titled after snakes.

The lead single is ‘Cobra’, the second
single is ‘Hiss’ and the third single is
‘Boa’. Stay tuned to find out more
about the upcoming album.

©MeganTheeStallion/Instagram
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Katy Perry Makes An Epic Comeback With ‘Woman’s World’
It is time for Katy Perry to return to
the music industry with a blast as
the artist has just announced the
release of a brand new track
‘Woman’s World’, also appearing on
her upcoming album.

American Idol’s judge Katy Perry is
well revered for her daring moves
and playful nature however, fans
have been missing her music too.

Well, no more waiting as Katy Perry
is all set to increase the buzz again
with her upcoming music project
‘Woman’s World’. This upcoming
track is all set to drop on July 11th.

Perry’s epic comeback to music as
an artist seems like a rejuvenation
of her career as she has been only
participating as a judge for a long
time.

It is safe to say that the ‘Roar’
singer is ready to own the music
scene again and the anticipation is
quite high.

‘Woman’s World’ will be also
released with an accompanying
music video that is scheduled on
July 12, following the audio release.

The artist has also released a teaser for
the new project where the single cover's
artwork can be found.

British photographer Jack Bridgland did
a worthy job as Katy is ‘Slaying’ in her
sexy white bikini outfit that is
complemented by the robotic or
armored legs. It is amazing to witness
how Katy Perry has not aged at all
through all these years.

Katy Perry’s manager, Bradford Cobb,
confirms that Katy’s leaks circulating
online are not real. A little snippet of
the song can be also found in TikTok
where Perry sings, “Sexy, confident / So
intelligent / She is heaven sent / So soft
/ So strong,” along with a bouncy pop
beat.

The name of the track and lyricism
suggest that the upcoming project is
also based on the theme of women's
empowerment. ‘Woman’s World’ is the
lead single from Katy Perry’s seventh
studio album which will be released
soon. 

The song is currently available for pre-
ordering on a CD as well as a 7ʺ vinyl
pressing.

This year, back in February, Katy
Perry officially announced at Jimmy
Kimmel Live! that this year is going
to be her last season as the judge of
American Idol, which is season 22.

This season’s singing champion Abi
Carter gave her sobbing eyes by
singing "What Was I Made For?" by
Billie Eilish. Evidently, Perry is
ready to come to the music
industry as the 39-year-old music
artist still has a lot to give to her
fans.

The release date for the upcoming
album project has not been
announced yet. However, it goes
without saying that the KP6 era is
going to be powerful enough to
captivate everyone.
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Pre-Release

Post
Malone

Announced
His

Upcoming
Album ‘F-1

Trillion’
The American rapper, Post Malone
has recently made an
announcement regarding his latest
album ‘F-1 Trillion’, which will be
released on the 16th of August for
all.

Austin Richard Post aka Post
Malone has dropped the news of
his upcoming full-length album.
His new album, named ‘F-1
Trillion’ is going to be released on
16th of August. He announced the
news on Instagram and made a post
of a picture, which is a billboard in
Nashville.

The artist has also confirmed that
one can pre-save the album. As of
now, he has also said that the
album will have a total of six songs.
He hasn’t revealed the track list
names, and all of his listeners are
eagerly waiting for the release.

As Post Malone has shared a few
information regarding the album,
everyone is getting to know that he
has collaborated with many
country music artists. Thus,
everyone is assuming that the
album will be a little inclined to
country music. It is something very
new for this artist and that creates

even more buzz among all the
listeners. Malone is trying some
new genres in his previous
creations.

In the month of April, he
performed in Nashville and did a
cover of Hank Williams. It was a
big surprise for the audience.
After that, he also performed at
the Stagecoach Festival where he
did a complete set of country
cover songs.

Not only that, however, after one
month he released the song ‘I Had
Some Help’ in May, which he did
with Morgan Wallen. His sudden
change in the music genre has
started everyone.

Post Malone also performed at
Country Music Awards where he did
a performance on ‘Never Love You
Again’.

He is coming with back-to-back new
performances and all of them have a
hint of country music.

That is why, everyone is expecting
that his upcoming album with have a
certain touch of country music. And
it is another thing that is helping
him to create a buzz among all.

This American rapper has given a
completely different type of song till
now.

Currently, everyone is waiting for
this new release, if they will get to
witness something very new from
the artist or not.

Previously in 2022, he said ‘To be
honest, there’s nothing stopping me
from taking a camera or setting up
in my studio in Utah and just
recording a country album and
putting it on fucking YouTube’.
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Music Review
Pop music artist, Ariana
Grande has come up with
the music video of her song
‘The Boy Is Mine’. The
exceptional presentation
created a charm among all.

Ariana Grande has released
the latest music video of
the soundtrack ‘The Boy Is
Mine’ from her album
‘Eternal Sunshine’. This
new video drop has created
a huge buzz among all of
her audiences.

Directed by Christian
Breslauer, the music video
is quite an interesting
presentation. The video
starts with a press
conference by the city
mayor, which has been
played by the ‘Gossip Girl
and You’ actor, named Penn
Badgley. And Ariana turned
on the television to watch
the conference.

It is quite a unique music
video and the presentation
of it is quite different from
all of her music creations.

Ariana always comes up
with innovative music
presentations and that is
what makes her different
from all the other
musicians.

During the interview at The
Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon, Ariana
performed her song ‘The
Boy Is Mine’. Later, she also
talked about how she got
the inspiration behind
making this album.

Along with that, she has
also shared her experience
working with the actor
Penn Badgley. 

4.9/5
By Daily Music Roll

ARIANA GRANDE DROPPED
THE MUSIC VIDEO OF ‘THE

BOY IS MINE’

         

The artist came up with the song in March 2024. This
particular song ‘The Boy Is Mine’ has been at the No. 1
position on Billboard Hot 100 for a total of 13 weeks. 

From this, it can be
understood that the
soundtrack is a great
success. The captivating
lyricism along with the
hooky tune has made the
song even more brilliant.

In this music video,
everyone got to see that the
city mayor had come up
with the idea of getting rid
of the rats in the city.

And that is why, they are
rounding up stray cats to
execute the plan. At that
moment, the singer came
up with an idea and
transformed into a Cat
Woman.

This way she got the chance
to sneak into the mayor’s
apartment.

In the music video, the
singer did all this to inject
the love potion into the
mayor.

Previously, Ariana never
made such an interesting
music video in her career.

There is no wonder that all
of her songs are quite
different, but this one is
exceptional.

While talking about the
music video, she has said
‘I’ve been a fan of [him] my
entire life, it was just so
amazing to work with him.
I’m such a fan’.

The music video was
released on the 7th of June.
And in less than 24 hours
the video has gotten more
than 4 million views.

It captivated all the
listeners instantly.
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Music Review
Working with
choreographer Sean
Bankhead and director
Dave Meyers has finally
paid off for Victoria Monét
and the latest music video
‘Alright’ proves that again.

The buzz is high again
among the fans with
Victoria Monét dropping a
brand new music video for
the track ‘Alright’,
appearing in her album
project Jaguar II for which
the artist has received a
Grammy Award.

This Kaytranada-produced
music project is gaining
more attention with its fine
visual representation and
dance moves that can
tantalize everyone.

Choreographer Sean
Bankhead has done an
amazing job and has also
worked on the music video
for “On My Mama”.

Director Dave Meyers also
deserves a special mention
due to his amazing vision of
changing narratives into
fluid motion.

Talking about the music
video, Monétshared in a
press statement, “Alright” is
about liberation and
freedom at its core! This
video is a visual
presentation of that
sentiment through freedom
of movement and fluidity
between masculine and
feminine energy.”

She has also shared a fair
amount of gratitude and
credibility for Meyers and
Bankheadby saying, “It was
an honor to work alongside

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

VICTORIA MONÉT CREATES
SENSATION WITH HER
LATEST MUSIC VIDEO

‘ALRIGHT’

         

Dave Meyers and Sean Bankhead and this cast on this
visual! What a crazy combo!!”

The humble artist also gave credit to the crew and said,
“Plus, EVERY single person who had their hands on this
visual was extremely passionate from inception, and we
all worked really hard to bring it to life! They showed up
with their A-game surpassing what we all imagined.
Serious teamwork!”

Victoria Monét is well known for her advocacy for the
LGBTQ+ community and she thinks Pride month is the
best time to release this music project that speaks
about liberation and identity.

She said in the statement, “We all patiently and
meticulously crafted it and are extremely excited to
release it into the world! There’s no better month to
release this visual than Pride Month, Black Music

Month, and the beginning
of summer ’24! I can’t wait
to see where dance artists
and the ballroom culture
take it.”

Previously in Grammy 2024,
Monétwon the awards for
Best R&B Album, Best New
Artist, as well as Best
Engineered Album, Non-
Classical which is quite
remarkable for the
progression of her prolific
music career.

The official music video is
currently available on
YouTube and gaining
millions of views from fans.

Starting with a rotating
platform and shimmery
silver moves, there is a
robotic vibe enhanced by
electronic grooves.

Within a few minutes, the
viewers can find Monétand
co-dancers offering a
tribute to MJ.

With dance in the rain at
the climax, the music video
offers a taste of self-
exploration in a gender-
fluid way!

Truly, Monét has done a
great job with her versatile
skills, and that is reflected
through the OMV of
‘Alright’.
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Music Review
Guru Randhawa and Ikka
have finally released the
music video for ‘WHO’S
THAT GIRL’has been finally
released.

Set in a poppy and fun set,
it is a must-watch! It seems
like 2024 is the year for the
die-hard Guru Randhawa
fans! The singer has come
up with a movie, live
performances, and new
music, all in one year that
cannot make the fans any
happier!

His latest endeavor is the
music video for 'WHO'S
THAT GIRL', where he is a
featured artist. Punjab's one
of the most talented and
aspiring rappers, Ikka has
released the mentioned
track from his album 'Only
Love Gets Reply'.

The album is already a hit,
considering how music
lovers from all over the
nation are grooving on the
melodies. Now the video
release of 'WHO'S THAT
GIRL' is just the cherry on
top, making the listeners
even more excited.

The song is composed by
Sanjoy and Ikka penned
down the lyrics. The music
video shows a playful, and
happy connection between
Guru and Ikka as they stroll
in a car, looking at the
beautiful girls on the road.

The set is colorful and gives
a very cheerful vibe that is
maintained throughout the
video. The visualization
also keeps the elements of
typical Punjabi video
songs,featuring luxury
carsand beautiful women,
both of which are a visual 

4.7/5
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THE NEW FUN
COLLABORATION BETWEEN

GURU RANDHAWA AND
IKKA ‘WHO’S THAT GIRL’

IS OUT NOW

         

treat to the viewers' eyes. Both the artists took to their
social media platforms to share the arrival of the music
video and fans cannot just keep their calm ever since.
As expected, the fans bombarded the comment section
with all the praises and love. Some of the comments on
the post read, “Old Guru vibe!!!!!!”, “Ikka my bro!!”,
while the other ones read, “What a beautiful song
"who's that Girl" Waal
kaalekaalesaahkudeterimornijichalkude waiting and
excited for MV All the best GR”, and “Hit confirm”.

The video oozes a fun and playful time when both
artists are seen persuading a group of beautiful girls.
However, they both mainly focused on one girl and
dedicated the lyrics to her. This brings back the
conversation about the dating life of both artists. Guru
Randhawa earlier opened up about his romantic life. He
said, "I feel very good about it when people talk about
my dating life. Fans link me with beautiful girls all over
the world, so it feels great, every boy wants that

attention. I want people to
keep doing that [talk about
my love life] for me. Even if
I am not dating somebody
right now, because of that
news, I might start dating
someday soon. If the reader
[of this interview] is a girl, I
am single. But if the reader
is a boy, I am taken
(laughs)."

The song is featured on
Ikka's latest album 'Only
Love Gets Reply'. Talking
with Radio Mirchi about
choosing this name for his
latest project, Ikka said,
"Actually it was some time
back when we saw a trend
of "unnecessary hatred" on
Twitter (now known as X).

And what happened to me
was that I made a mistake
that I used to reply to those
hatred messages. And later
I realized that I shouldn't
have done this. And that
was the time when I
understood that this so-
called hate does not
deserve our replies because
you cannot make yourself
understood to the whole
world.

Then I thought that only it
is love that deserves our
responses and replies. So,
the thought generated from
there. I had various options
for the titles, but I loved
this one the best. You know,
one thing I realized is that
as a musician, there should
be no negativity in you and
if you want to be creative,
you need to stay positive.

If you have a negative mind,
you can just create negative
things."
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Music Review
Rashmika Mandanna and
Allu Arjun’s grooving
moves are back with
‘Angaaron’.

The lyrical music video
which shows what happens
at the site is putting
YouTube on fire.Pushpa 2:
The Rule is one such movie
that the entire country is
whole-heartedly waiting
for. The movie starring Allu
Arjun and Rashmika
Mandanna as protagonists
has got the whole country
waiting for its theatrical
release, as people can’t
keep their calm for the
action drama to hit the
movie halls soon. Every
song that was released from
the movie has been a viral
hit and trending.

Now with the newest song
out on YouTube, the
country is grooving with
the moves and the sweet
angelic voice of Shreya
Ghoshal. Angaaron (The
Couple Song) Lyrical is out
on YouTube and has already
gathered more than 500
million views on the
platform.

It is the second single
which is a romantic couple
song, perfectly showing the
chemistry between the two
leads.

The video is a lyrical music
video, showing the behind-
the-scenes of the shoot,
giving the audience a
glimpse of what really goes
on in the set. The
electrifying music
personifies romance and
chemistry between the two
actors is something that is

4.9/5
By Daily Music Roll

ALLU ARJUN AND
RASHMIKA MANDANNA

STARRER 'ANGAARON' IS
RULING HEARTS AND

YOUTUBE!

         

enough to start new trends across social media
platforms.

The screen presence of the artists is something that
added so much fire to the video, but let's not forget the
devotional and intimate lyrics. The beat and the casual
yet romantic dance steps are the bereft ones to groove
to in this monsoon with your partner. With Pushpa and
Srivalli recreating their iconic dance steps, what is not
to like in the video? Written by Raqueeb Alam, and sung
by Shreya, Devi Sri Prasad has composed the song and
brought the lyrics to life. Ganesh Acharya has also done
wonders by choreographing the song, ideally reflecting
on the love between the characters.

Sharing one still from the song, Rashmika Mandanna
took to Instagram to showcase her excitement and love
for the song. She captioned the p

ost, "I truly had manifested
for a song where I could get
the whole country grooving
again.. and her is it.It's the
couple's song...It's the
family's song... it's the
sibling's song...it's the
friend's song... It's the
bestie's song...It's the song.
I hope you like it as much
as I lovvveeedddd dancing
for this song.! I love you..
and we present to
you...Srivalli and Pushpa."
 
The first installation of the
movie showcased the fight
for power amid the red
sandalwood smuggling.
Pushpa: The Rise was a
massive hit at the box
office, both domestically
and overseas, and had hit
songs like 'Oo Antava Oo
Oo Antava', 'Srivalli', and
'Saami Saami'. Now the
impressive star cast of Allu
Arjun, Rashmika
Mandanna, Fahadh Faasil,
Dhanunjaya, Rao Ramesh,
Sunil, and Anasuya
Bharadwaj are all set to
return for the second
installment, Pushpa - The
Rule. Written and directed
by Sukumar, is soon to be
hitting the theaters with its
title of "one of the most
anticipated movies of the
year."
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Celebration Month

Fête De La Musique: Amazing
Facts About World Music Day

2024

Every year, on June 21st, World Music Day is celebrated
around the globe. Also known as the ‘Fête de la
Musique’, it is a celebration of musical diversity all
around the world that brings unity among humans, the
music lovers. World Music Day originated in France
back in 1982 and since then, its influence has been
spread all over the world and is now celebrated in over
120 countries including Italy, Germany, Greece, Mexico,
the USA, India, Brazil, Canada, and many others. Let’s
find out more about this celebratory moment.

The History of World Music Day

Back in 1982, when the date for World Music Day was
announced; the global music industry was growing
rapidly with changes in styles and thousands of new
music artists. With a musical revolution, the French
Minister of Culture back then, Jack Lang decided to
announce this day as the World Music Day in agreement
with composer Maurice Fleuret and radio producer. June
21st also collides with the day of Summer Solstice when
all the music artists come together and join a prolific
musical journey that comes with passion and love.

The music artists and as well as listeners unite and
appreciate each other on this day. Many global public
forums take place on this day and a lot of artists also
perform in free events or open shows where everyone
can enjoy music. The idea that was first embarked on
June 21, 1982, is now a successful event where global
artists could be seen performing on the street and in
parks where listeners would vibe with them. The
celebration of music received massive support and
appreciation from all kinds of music lovers which is the
sole reason why it is a successful approach that is
enjoyed by all.

Significance of Global Musical Celebration

There is no doubt that music brings more peace and solace
to the human hearts. Music is capable of creating an
audible sensation that can captivate all kinds of listeners.
While there are numerous genres and millions of musical
content, the united effort is visible among all and it can
diminish all the boundaries of languages, regions, and
cultural differences. Music plays a crucial role in every
human’s life and World Music Day is celebrated to
embrace that. This global event celebrates unity among
diversity where there are numerous musical styles and
genres are enjoyed by different kinds of music lovers and
performed by different kinds of artists, yet they all share a
common dream of creating a world full of music. It is
celebrated to support this art form, its evolution, and its
importance.

Amazing Facts About World Music Day

‘Faites de la musique’ is the main theme for World Music
Day which means ‘make music’ It encourages emerging
and rising music artists who are still skeptical about their
musical craft. However, the event is celebrated with a
particular theme every year. The theme for World Music
Day 2024 is still unknown. Last year in 2023, the theme for
the day was ‘Music on the intersections’.

World Music Day is celebrated with the love for music that
lies within everyone’s heart. There is no commercial
purpose behind this and free music events are being
arranged all over the world. Even if some renowned
musician decides to join the journey and perform for the
audience, they tend not to charge anything. The free gigs
are the symbol of freedom in music. Therefore, do not
consider it an event where only rich people go.

World Music Day celebrates all kinds of music around the
world and it is not exclusively focused on any particular
style or genre. All kinds of music artists can take part in it,
whether a singer, a rapper, or a music producer. Starting
from folk to metal and rock to pop, all kinds of artists and
bands join the roads together to celebrate this day.
This global music event does not celebrate the exclusivity
of the industry but the diversity of it.

Although World Music Day is celebrated on June 21st, the
celebration of world music is not limited to a single day
only. In some countries, World Music Day is celebrated for
a week or longer to churn out every essence of it.
Fostering a sense of global music community, World Music
Day aims to bring all music lovers together with a global
celebration that does not care about languages,
boundaries, and other barriers. It celebrates the unified
emotion that is shared by all music lovers. 
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